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Information about many aspects of both nuclear physics and a neu-
tron star structure are encoded in the density dependence of the symmetry
energy. Despite the fact that considerable progress has been made in con-
straining the density dependence of the symmetry energy, it is still the most
uncertain part of the asymmetric nuclear matter equation of state (EOS).
The analysis of neutron star parameters which are most sensitive to the
form of the symmetry energy in the case of nucleon and strangeness-rich
matter has been done with the use of the relativistic mean field (RMF) ap-
proximation. The mixed vector meson interactions have been introduced
to modify the density dependence of the symmetry energy.
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1. Introduction

Symmetry energy is the fundamental quantity that characterizes prop-
erties of asymmetric nuclear matter. The goal of this paper is to point
out differences between properties of asymmetric nuclear matter calculated
within the minimal model constructed on the basis of TM1 parametriza-
tion [1,2] and the model built for the significantly extended isovector sector.
Properties and structure of a neutron star is determined by the EOS of
asymmetric nuclear matter. Therefore, deeper understanding of the EOS of
matter under extreme conditions of density and asymmetry is the basic issue
at present. It has been shown that the energy per nucleon of asymmetric nu-
clear matter ε(nb, fa) expanded in the isospin asymmetry fa = (nn−np)/nb,
where np, nn and nb denote proton, neutron and baryon number densities,
respectively, can be split into the part adequate for the symmetric nuclear
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matter, ε(nb, 0) for fa = 0, and the one characterizing the isospin dependence
of the system

ε(nb, fa) = ε(nb, 0) + Esym(nb)f2
a +O

(
f4
a

)
+ . . . . (1)

In the above, expression Esym(nb) denotes the bulk nuclear symmetry energy.
Subsequently, the expansion of ε(nb, 0) and Esym(nb) in nb around the equi-
librium density n0 and the omission of the higher order terms in the isospin
asymmetry leads to the well-known empirical parabolic approximation (PA)

ε(nb, fa) = ε(n0) +
1
2!
(
K0 +Ksymf

2
a

)
χ2 + (Esym(n0) + Lχ) f2

a (2)

expressed in terms of the dimensionless variable χ = (nb − n0)/3n0, which
refers to the deviation of the density from the equilibrium density n0. Equa-
tion (2) describes the density and asymmetry dependence of the nuclear
matter EOS ε(nb, fa), and is characterized by a sequence of coefficients

Esym(n0) ≡ J0 =
1
2
∂2ε(nb, fa)

∂f2
a

, K0 = 9n2
0

∂2ε(nb)
∂nb2

,

L = 3n0
∂Esym(nb)

∂nb
, Ksym = 9n2

0

∂2Esym(nb)
∂n2

b

. (3)

All derivatives are evaluated at the point n0. One group of coefficients in the
PA stands for the binding energy per nucleon of symmetric nuclear matter
ε(n0) and the incompressibility coefficient of symmetric nuclear matter K0,
which characterizes the curvature of ε(nb) at n0. The other group includes
the value of the symmetry energy at equilibrium density Esym(n0) ≡ J0, the
slope parameter L, and the curvature parameter Ksym which represents the
isospin dependence of the incompressibility. These coefficients are related to
the density dependence of the symmetry energy Esym(nb).

The main characteristics of neutron stars include the value of the max-
imum mass and the average neutron star radius. Whereas the maximum
mass is governed by the incompressibility of symmetric nuclear matter the
average radius mainly depends on the pressure of the isospin asymmetric
matter. Neutron star radii are determined by the pressure at moderate den-
sities. It has been shown that there is a relation between the pressure and
the slope of the symmetry energy L in the vicinity of n0. The most recent
reported value of the symmetry energy coefficient J0 = 30.53 MeV and the
slope L = 52.520 MeV [3] are very important in constraining neutron star
parameters and the form of the density dependence of the symmetry energy.
Neutron star parameters most sensitive to the density dependence of the
symmetry energy are: the mass-radius relation, the chemical composition,
neutron star cooling rate, the core-crust transition density and moment of
inertia.
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2. The model

Neutron star structure is determined by the EOS of highly asymmetric
nuclear matter in β-equilibrium. The most uncertain part of the EOS con-
tains the symmetry energy term, whose density dependence is still poorly
known.

The Walecka model [4] forms the basis for the construction of the EOS
of neutron star matter. The study performs analysis of two separate cases.
The one which refers to the non-strange matter comprises: nucleons, mesons
(scalar σ, vector ω and vector–isovector ρ) and leptons. The extension of
the meson sector to the case of non-zero strangeness requires the addition
of two strange mesons–scalar σ? and vector φ, as they are indispensable to
describe the strongly attractive ΛΛ interaction [5]. Both, the model with
nucleons (N) only and the one which includes hyperons (Y ) are supple-
mented by the non-linear isovector–isoscalar mixed vector meson interaction
ΛV(gNωgNρ)2(ωµωµ)(ρaµρ

µ
a). This makes possible to modify the density de-

pendence of the symmetry energy.
All calculations have been done within the RMF approximation, where

the meson fields are considered as classical fields and the fields operators are
replaced by their expectation values. In the case of homogeneous neutron
star matter the non-zero expectation values of meson fields are

〈σ〉 = s0 , 〈σ?〉 = s?0 , 〈ω0〉 = w0 ,

〈ρ3
0〉 = r0 , 〈φ0〉 = f0 .

The energy density of the system is given by

E = 1
2m

2
σs

2
0 + 1

3g3s
3
0 + 1

4g4s
4
0 + 1

2m
2
σ∗s

∗
0
2 + 1

2m
2
ωw

2
0 + 3

4c3w
4
0

+1
2m

2
ρr

2
0 + 3ΛV (gNωgNρ)2w2

0r
2
0 + 1

2m
2
φf

2
0 +

∑
B

EB + El , (4)

where Ei = 2
π2

∫ kF,i

0 k2dk
√
k2 +M?2

i , i = N,Y, l represents the nucleon,
hyperon and lepton contributions to the energy density (4). In the case of
baryons (B = N+Y ) the effective mass takes the formM?

B = MB−gBσs0−
gBσ?s?0, for leptons M?

l = ml, l = e, µ.
In order to analyze the importance of the isovector sector, its further

modification has been made which involve supplementary couplings between
vector mesons ω, ρ and φ. Considering the mixed interactions between ω–φ
and ρ–φ vector mesons an extended model constructed within the framework
of the non-linear realization of chiral SU(3)L × SU(3)R symmetry has been
applied. It has been shown that such a model describes simultaneously
reasonably well finite nuclei and infinite nuclear matter properties and the
value of hyperon potentials [6]. Calculations done for such an extended
model lead to the following explicit formula for the energy density
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E = 1
2m

2
ωw

2
0 + 1

2m
2
ρr

2
0 + 1

2m
2
φf

2
0 + 1

2m
2
σs

2
0 + 1
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3
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4g4s
4
0

+3
4c3w

4
0 + 3ΛV(gBωgBρ)2w2

0r
2
0 + 3
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4
0 + 3

8c3f
4
0 + 1

2m
2
σ∗s

∗
0
2

+3
2

(
3
2c3 − ΛV(gBωgBρ)2

) (
w2

0 + r20
)
f2
0 + 3

4ΛV(gBωgBρ)2f4
0

+
∑
B

2
π2

kF,B∫
0

k2dk
√
k2 + (MB − gBσs0 − gBσ∗s∗0)2 + El . (5)

All calculations have been done on the basis of TM1 parameter set [1,2].
The extension of the isovector sector requires the adjustment of the gNρ–
ΛV pair of coupling constants to keep the value of the symmetry energy
Esym ≈ 26 MeV at the density corresponding to kNF = 1.15 fm−3. This
gives the symmetry energy coefficient J0 = 33 MeV [7,8].

Vector meson–hyperon coupling constants are taken from the additive
quark model [5,6]. Whereas in the scalar sector the scalar couplings gY σ, Y
stands for Λ, Σ and Ξ hyperons, have to reproduce the estimated values of
the potential felt by a single Λ, Σ and Ξ in the saturated nuclear matter.
The analysis based on data collected for double hypernucleus 6

ΛΛ He done
by Takahashi et al. [9] indicates that the ΛΛ interaction is rather weak.
The potential well depth evaluated for this data equals U(Λ)

Λ ' 5 MeV.
Usage of the meson exchange potentials for hyperon–hyperon interactions
from Nijmegen Model [5] leads to a rough estimate which can be applied
to determine the coupling of hyperons to the strange meson σ∗: U(Ξ)

Ξ '
U(Ξ)
Λ ' 2U(Λ)

Ξ ' 2U(Λ)
Λ . The general form of the potential which describes

hyperon–nucleon and hyperon–hyperon interaction can be written in the
form which indicate the existence of correlations between the scalar and
vector coupling constants U(B)

Y = gY σs0 − gY ωw0 + gY σ?s?0 − gY φf0, where
M?
Y (s0, s?0) denotes the effective hyperon mass, the couplings of the σ? and

φ mesons with nucleons are equal zero (gNσ? = gNφ = 0). Parameters that
enter the model are collected in Table I.

TABLE I

The parameters of the considered models calculated for different values of the
parameter ΛV. The first column includes the adjusted parameter gNρ, whereas the
other columns parameters of the strange sector.

ΛV gNρ gσΛ gσΣ gσΞ gσ∗Λ gσ∗Σ gσ∗Ξ

MIN 0 9.2644 6.169 4.476 3.0125 5.482 5.482 11.516
0.0165 10.037 6.169 4.476 3.0125 5.482 5.482 11.516

EXT 0.015 9.9371 6.169 4.476 3.2012 5.482 5.482 11.375
0.0165 10.037 6.169 4.476 3.201 5.482 5.482 11.372
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3. Results and conclusion

The calculated EOSs for the non-strange and strangeness rich matter are
presented in Fig. 1. In both cases the stiffness of the EOS is altered by the
strength of the mixed vector meson interactions. When only nucleons are
considered this additional vector meson coupling softens the EOS. In the
case of strangeness-rich matter the extension of the isovector sector leads
to the EOSs which are stiffer then the ones calculated for models without
non-linear vector meson interactions. This effect is even more evident for
the very extended model which connects the asymmetry and strangeness
fraction of neutron star matter.
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Fig. 1. EOS of the non-strange and strangeness-rich matter. The obtained results
depict EOSs calculated for ΛV = 0 and for ΛV = 0.0165. In the case of hyperon-rich
matter the abbreviations min. and ext. denote the minimal model with the ω–ρ
coupling only and the model with different type of ω–ρ, ω–φ and ρ–φ couplings,
respectively.

Global neutron star parameters such as the mass and radius and the in-
ternal structure of a neutron star can be determined by solving the Tolman–
Oppenheimer–Volkoff (TOV) equation. The results obtained for the set of
calculated EOSs lead to the mass-radius relations and allows one to deter-
mine the value of the maximum mass and radius which in a sense can be
considered as a measure of the importance of particular non-linear couplings
between vector mesons. In Fig. 2 the mass-radius relations are depicted. The
varying value of the parameter ΛV influences not only the value of the max-
imum mass but the value of radius as well. This is in accordance with the
form of EOSs. The higher the value of the strength of the mixed vector
meson coupling the more compact star has been obtained. The values of
the mass and radius for the maximum mass configuration and the radius
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Fig. 2. Mass-radius relations calculated for the chosen values of parameter ΛV.

for M = 1.4M� for zero strangeness and for strangeness-rich matter are
collected in Table II. It has been shown that in the very non-linear model
the inclusion of hyperons does not soften the EOS; on the contrary the EOS
become stiffer. The consequences for neutron star parameters are straight-
forward and appear as a considerable growth of neutron star masses.

TABLE II

Neutron star parameters: the maximum mass configuration Mmax, the radius of
the maximum mass configuration R(Mmax) and the radius of the neutron star with
the mass M = 1.44M�. All parameters have been calculated for three separated
cases: for the matter with nucleons only, for the model marked as minimal, which
includes hyperons, however the vector meson sector besides the strange mesons
contains only the mixed ω–ρ coupling. The extended model can be characterized
by very rich spectrum of mixed vector meson interactions.

ΛV Mmax [M�] R(Mmax) [km] R(1.4M�) [km]
Nucleons only 0 2.17 12.80 15.33

0.0165 2.12 12.34 14.85
MIN 0 1.77 13.79 15.33

0.0165 1.80 12.71 14.79
EXT 0.015 1.92 11.61 14.84

0.0165 2.03 10.92 14.77

The essential part of the EOS is the symmetry energy. Its density de-
pendence for the model with the extended isovector sector is given by the
relation

Esym(nb) =
k2
F

6
√
k2
F +M∗2

N

+
nb

8
(
m2
ρ/g

2
ρ + 2ΛVω2

0

) .
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For ΛV = 0 the symmetry energy varies linearly with the density. Fig. 3
allows one to compare the differences in density dependence of the symme-
try energy which stem from different values of the parameter ΛV. The
contribution to the symmetry energy coming from the non-linear vector
meson mixed interactions makes the symmetry energy softer. This have
been compared with the predictions of variational calculations obtained by
Akmal et al. [10] (APR). Additionally, the analysis of data concerning isospin
diffusion and neutron to proton double ratio made by Tsang et al. [11] which
results in the following form of functional dependence of the symmetry en-
ergy Esym(ρ) = 12.5(ρ/ρ0)2/3+17.6(ρ/ρ0)γ , γ = 0.4–1.05, has been included.
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Fig. 3. Density dependence of the symmetry energy. The stiffest one has been
obtained for the standard TM1 parameter set, without ω–ρ coupling. Two
subsequent curves represent the much softer forms of the symmetry energy when
the mixed vector meson interactions are included. Dots represent the result of
Akmal et al. [10].

Charge neutrality and the condition of β equilibrium (p+e− ↔ n+νe) [6]
impose constraints on neutron star composition. Neutrinos are not consid-
ered, since their mean free path is longer then the star radius. From the
equilibrium conditions it is possible to determine all constituents of the neu-
tron star matter. The concentrations of a particular component i = B, l
of the matter can be defined as Yi = ni/nb, where ni denotes the den-
sity of the component i and nb is the total baryon number density. In
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 density fractions of protons and strange baryons as a func-
tion of the baryon number density for the fixed values of the parameter ΛV

are presented. Proton fraction which controls neutron star cooling is the
most sensitive parameter to the density dependence of the symmetry en-
ergy. The non-linear vector meson interactions modify the proton fraction,
and the most significant differences are between non-strange matter for the
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model in which the isovector part of interaction is described in terms of only
ρ meson and the one which includes the additional mixed vector meson cou-
pling. Considering the hyperon content of the considered models one can see
that the first hyperon that appears is Λ and it is followed by Ξ−. However,
the initial rapid increase in population of Ξ− hyperons has been suppressed
leading to the reduced concentration of Ξ− hyperons at sufficiently high
density. For comparison the results obtained for the minimal model with
hyperons have been included. It is evident that the additional non-linear
couplings between vector mesons in the case of the extended vector meson
sector modify the chemical composition of the neutron star shifting hyperon
onset point to higher densities and reduces the strangeness content of the
system. When the minimal hyperon model is considered the inclusion of
ω–ρ coupling increases the population of hyperons in the system.
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Fig. 4. Relative concentrations of protons for the presented models.
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Current neutron star models indicate that their internal structure con-
sists of several distinct parts with the innermost uniform liquid core being
surrounded by a non-uniform region which constitutes the crust. For the
inner part of the crust which spans from the neutron-drip density (ρout ∼
4× 1011gcm−3) to the transition density ρt the polytropic form of the EOS
has been adopted PIC(ε) = AE+BE4/3, where E denotes the energy density.
The two constants A and B have been determined from the condition that
the pressure have to be continuous at the boundary between the inner crust
and the core and at the boundary between the inner and the outer crust [12].
The transition density ρt, pressure Pt and the symmetry energy slope L cal-
culated in the presented model confirm the existence of ρt–L and Pt–L cor-
relations. The obtained values of these parameters are in the experimentally
accepted range: ρt = 0.08 fm−3, Pt = 0.64 MeV fm−3, and L = 77.8 MeV
in the case of ΛV = 0.015 and ρt = 0.083 fm−3, Pt = 0.669 MeV fm−3,
L = 74 MeV in the case of ΛV = 0.0165.

The results point out that neutron star properties and structure are sig-
nificantly modified not only by the presence of hyperons and by the strength
of hyperon–nucleon and hyperon–hyperon interactions but also by the non-
linear mixed vector meson interactions. These additional vector meson cou-
plings affect the isovector sector of the model and through this the density
dependence of the symmetry energy which has profound influence on neutron
star parameters.
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